
Dear friend, welcome to Armenia Tree Project’s

Trees for Life newsletter.

We have so much good news to share with you! 

Our work continues all over Armenia and

Artsakh. In this newsletter, you’ll see that

we’ve constructed 51 greenhouses in

Artsakh, benefiting families in rural

villages. We’re providing them with fruit

trees, seeds, training, and all the support

they need to stay in their homes and support

their families. 

HITTING OUR 7 MILLIONTH MARK
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We had a great time hosting the ATP board and supporters on our June tour

of Armenia. We showed off our work throughout the country, dedicated our

nursery in Chiva village in memory of Betty Howell, and together we

planted ATP’s 7 millionth tree!

As I write this letter, our environmental education team is hosting eco

camps at our Ohanian Environmental Education Centers in Margahovit and

Karin. We’re teaching young people in Armenia to protect and preserve the

environment!

We often quote the poet Lucy Larcom, who said “he who plants a tree plants

a hope”. Since 1994, we’ve been planting hope throughout Armenia and

Artsakh. We’re planting hundreds of thousands of trees each year and

creating seasonal jobs for hundreds of rural villagers. We continue to add

new technology to support our work, including high tech greenhouses and

grafting facilities. Our goal is that by 2025 we will be planting 1,000,000

trees per year!

We are grateful for the support of generous donors like you who make our

work possible. As always, we’d love to visit your church, school or

community group to talk about ATP’s work. Please let us know if you’d like

to host a visit.

Jeanmarie Papelian

Executive Director
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ATP TOPS SPRING PLANTING SEASON WITH 7 MILLIONTH TREE

Armenia Tree Project (ATP) celebrates another milestone, planting seven million trees since its inception

in 1994. The symbolic seven millionth tree was planted together with Founder Carolyn Mugar, Executive

Director Jeanmarie Papelian, ATP’s Board of Directors with ATP Armenia Tour guests on June 22nd at the

Michael and Virginia Ohanian Center for Environmental Studies in Margahovit, Lori. 

The seven millionth tree culminates the ambitious 2022 spring planting season throughout ATP’s divisions

that together serve the Armenian people in raising their standard of living and protecting the global

environment.

One of the most publicly visible programs, this spring, ATP’s community tree program (CTP) provided

35,345 fruit and decorative trees and shrubs to 147 sites including, schools and education centers, public

parks, hospitals and medical clinics, churches, pilgrimage and historic sites in all 10 provinces of Armenia

as well as in Martuni and Askeran provinces of Artsakh. 57 of these sites were new to participate with CTP

this year, resulting in over 1,500 sites throughout Armenia and Artsakh. Our staff works with the local

population and monitors regularly to ensure the highest rates of survival and to provide technical

assistance to families or institutions that receive trees to care for.

ATP partnered with a number of local and international organizations, companies and individuals for

community tree plantings this spring, including, Birthright Armenia, Little Singers of Armenia, US Embassy

Green Team, VMware Armenia, Bureau Veritas Group Armenia BIVAC Armenia CJSC, Talk Desk, AGBU

Manoogian-Demirdjian School, St. Stephen’s Armenian Day School, AYF interns, The Fuller House Center

Volunteers, and St. Gregory of Narek Armenian Church Youth Group.

At Armenia’s borders, ATP distributed several thousand fruit trees to villagers living in the regions of

Tavush, Syunik as well as Artsakh. The 2-3 year old fruit trees ATP provides serve multiple purposes as

they mature, particularly in border villages. The fruit trees grow to create natural barriers to shield the

residents and protect the community, while the fruit is a source of nourishment and income.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YvCOAITdTL0


The supply of trees ATP uses throughout Armenia and Artsakh are from our four nurseries in the villages

of Karin, Khachpar, Chiva, and Margahovit, which together provide over 90 varieties of fruit and decorative

trees and shrubs. The nurseries serve as field research stations for state of the art tree propagation,

grafting techniques, irrigation methodologies, and environmental education for students, professionals, and

local farmers. A new nursery is under construction in Gyumri in partnership with the EU funded

“EU4Environment: Green Community, Resilient Future” project.

As one of the largest NGO employers in Armenia of both full time and seasonal workers, ATP provides

steady income for individuals and families. This spring, ATP hired 154 seasonal workers to support our

spring planting season in our nurseries, as well as to plant forests. ATP’s forestry division, with the help of

the seasonal workers planted 175,162 trees in five forests located in Kotayk, Shirak, Lori and Tavush

regions. ATP is doing afforestation, planting a new forest where trees were not previously growing. ATP’s

specialists selected particular species that enable forest connectivity, regeneration and provide migration

corridors for indigenous wildlife. ATP’s afforestation efforts create infrastructure and introduce income

opportunities to the local population while also providing a buffer zone for natural forest areas and

preventing further degradation.

The Backyard Nurseries Program (BYN) enables village residents to create income from their parcels of

productive agricultural land. ATP provides seeds and cuttings to 128 families who care for and grow them

over a two-three year period. ATP staff trains the landowners, supervises the planting, and monitors the

site throughout the process. Once trees reach harvesting stage, ATP pays the BYN owner for those trees

that are then replanted in community sites. These families then begin the nursery cycle again with a new

crop of trees. This program based in the northern regions of Armenia, in Shirak, Lori and Tavush as

economic development initiatives for villagers, many of the program beneficiaries heads of households are

women.

With a focus area of Artsakh, our newest program of Backyard Greenhouses serves 50 beneficiary families

in Martuni and Askeran by giving them small 30 square meter greenhouses and providing them with

training by our partners at GreenLane NGO. The greenhouses were designed to be easy to assemble from

inexpensive and locally sourced materials by students from the American University of Armenia and

Worcester Polytechnic University. All 50 families participating in ATP’s backyard greenhouse program

were severely affected by the 44-day war having lost family members and/or homes, businesses and

belongings. ATP’s program will provide some economic stability, access to produce as so much agricultural

land was lost in the war, and most importantly, hope for their future. 

For the next generation, ATP’s 33 Eco-Clubs put environmental education into action. Our Eco Clubs in

border villages feel the constant presence of danger, in villages such as Baruyr Sevag and Armash of

Ararat region, located at the corner where Armenia meets Nakhichevan and Turkey, and the Eco Club in

Gegharkunik community, which borders Azerbaijan. The program strengthens the environmental

knowledge and spirit of our youth while teaching leadership skills. Their environmentally friendly projects

also build self-esteem and pride in their communities, which affect the youth's will to remain in their

village.
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Our Environmental Education team also circulated to 148 schools where our CTP program operates, further

strengthening ATP’s relationship with the community. Reaching 5,847 students in grades K-12 our

instructors offer lessons in the schools as well as with our classroom on wheels mobile lab, in addition,

students visit our Ohanian Education Centers at Margahovit and Karin nurseries for more hands-on

experiences. Our instructors teach subjects like biodiversity, climate change, importance of forests, waste

management and recycling, water resources, etc. We also offered environmental education to 511 school

administrators, teachers and parents.

As we reflect on an ambitious and successful 2022 spring planting season with the celebration of our 7

millionth tree, thanks to the support of our donors, we are encouraged by the work of our divisions serving

the Armenian people, creating opportunity and hope.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NpI6Mgmcdis


ATP Seventh Millionth
Tree Tour Highlights

Armenia Tree Project’s (ATP) Armenia tour on

June 19-25 crisscrossed Armenia to visit

historic and cultural sites as well as

highlighting the many trees that are testament

to our work serving the people of Armenia

since 1994.

The tour began with ATP's Karin Nursery and

greenhouses where our staff shared the

technical and scientific methods used to

cultivate and grow over 90 varieties of trees

and shrubs. The tour continued to St. George

Monastery in Moughni to view the bountiful

orchard of ATP's 1,473 trees and shrubs

planted since 2000. The group also visited the

Armenian Genocide Memorial Complex at

Dzidzernagapert. 

The tour traveled south to visit to

culturally historic sites of Khor Virap,

and Noravank where we have planted

thousands of trees, followed by the

dedication of the Elizabeth "Betty"

Bedrosian Howell Memorial Nursery

in Chiva Village, Vayots Dzor with a

special presentation by the Eco-Club

students of nearby Rind village.

Day 3 of ATP's Armenia Tour included

a visit to the Khoren and Shooshanig

Avedisian School, a stop at Holy

Trinity Church in Malatia Sepastia

district of Yerevan were ATP's over

5,000 trees have made the area's park

verdant, Yerablur Military Parthenon

and Sardarabad Memorial Complex

and Ethnographic Museum, where we

also learn of the 16,000+ trees

planted since 1998. 

https://www.armeniatree.org/en/news/108


In Margahovit village, the ATP Armenia Tour

along with our board members and staff

symbolically planted our 7 millionth tree at the

Michael and Virginia Ohanian Center for

Environmental Studies and continued with a

celebration thanking staff who have served

over 25years.

We also visited the Hrant Dink Memorial

Forest, toured the Mirak Family Reforestation

Nursery and the new greenhouse under

construction. 

At the Margahovit Toumanian MiddleSchool,

whose gymnasium was renovated thanks to

the John Mirak Family Foundation where Jill,

Alex and Christina gifted the school a Boston

Celtics flag. 

ATP's Armenia tour continued with a visit to

Etchmidazin City's Kindergarten #13 where

the children welcomed us with songs, poems

and dances and where over 1,200 trees and

shrubs in the yard were heavy with ripening

fruit! It followed with a visit to our Khatchpar

Nursery to meet the staff and tour the

operation.

In the evening we visited our partners at

Green Lane NGO at their Green Training

Center where our Artsakh Backyard

Greenhouse program beneficiaries and

partners shared about the installation of the

greenhouses and the first harvest will be soon

ready, how the program is already providing

some economic stability and, most

importantly, hope for their future. 

Our ATP Armenia Tour traveled north, first to

visit the Bash Aparan Memorial Complex

which commemorates an important battle in

1918 securing Armenia's independence and

the location of General Drastamat "Dro"

Kanayan's final resting place. In 2018 the

Kanayan family created a living memorial to

General Dro and the victory by planting trees.

We continued north to the Gyumri Music

School to hear a performance by the students.

The Crossons sponsored this Community Tree

Planting Site in loving memory of Marion V.

Paparigian who had a lifelong love of music,

and planted a chestnut tree.

The tour offered guests a close and personal

view of the impact of planting seven million

trees, the communities, schools, churches

transformed by the trees and greenery. Most

importantly, meeting the children who sing of

peace and the people who express pride and

hope for the future.



ATP DEDICATES THE ELIZABETH BEDROSIAN HOWELL
MEMORIAL NURSERY, "THE BETTY"
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Armenia Tree Project’s (ATP) nursery in Chiva

Village, Vayots Dzor region focuses on production of

high quality fruit trees. There are more than 50,000

seedlings at various stages of cultivation,

representing varieties of apple, apricot, cherry,

plum, pear, quince, wild apricot, almond and peach.

Its southern location also is an advantage for

producing trees that are acclimated for planting in

communities in Artsakh and throughout southern

Armenia. The close location to planting sites, the

similar elevation and climate all contribute to higher

survival rates for the trees.

This June, ATP dedicated the nursery as the “The

Betty”in honor of Elizabeth Bedrosian Howell,  with

Betty’s son Mark Howell present installed the plaque

that reads,“Enormously gifted with intelligence and

talent and the utmost personal character, Betty

always put others first, from her husband to her

four sons, from her students to her colleagues. With

each sapling sprouted and nurtured and planted, we

continue her limitless generosity... and dedicate this

nursery in her name.” As part of the dedication

celebration, ATP Board of Directors, tour guests, Eco

Club students and staff together planted 20 Eastern

Red Cedar trees.

A highlight of the dedication celebration program was the

presentation by Eco-Club students from the nearby village

of Rind who are planting an orchard to attract thebears

and deter them from approaching the village in search of

food.The student’s orchard project is executed in

partnership with ATP.

“The Betty” nursery is located in a picturesque area

surrounded by rolling hills and mountains on the border

of Nakhichevan.The region known for its world-class

vineyards and winemaking is being developed in to a

tourist destination. Just up the road is the Areni-1 cave

complex where in2008, archeologist Diana Zardaryan of

Armenia’s Institute of Archaeology discovered the earliest

known shoe. In January 2011, the earliest known winery

in the world was uncovered in the cave. Later, in 2011, the

discovery of a straw skirt dating to 3,900 years BCE was

reported.

ATP’s four nurseries in the villages of Karin, Khatchpar,

Marganovit and Chiva together produce over 90 varieties

of fruit and decorative trees and shrubs.The nurseries

serve as field research stations for state of the art tree

propagation, grafting techniques, irrigation

methodologies, and environmental education for students,

professionals, and local farmers.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X8u7cdrzLtY


ATP Eco-Camp Program
Our ATP eco-camp program commenced

July 5-8 with participants from seven eco-

clubs at the Ohanian Center for

Environmental Studies in Margahovit

Village. During the 4-day program,

participants learned about environmental

leadership, teamwork, presentation and

communication skills, project writing as

well as various environmental topics. The

student leaders worked on developing

and planning environmental small

projects and upcoming activities. 

The members of the eco-clubs also spent

their time exploring the nearby forest’s

biodiversity through hands-on-

experiences. The children also visited

ATP’s Mirak Family Reforestation Nursery

where they got acquainted with the

seeds and seedlings grown there as well

as what latest technologies are being

applied to realize our forestry program.
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ATP BACKYARD GREENHOUSE CONSTRUCTIONS 
UNDERWAY IN ARTSAKH

Armenia Tree Project (ATP) distributed the

greenhouse materials to the first 25 beneficiary

families of Artsakh’s Martuni Town, and the villages

of Taghavard, Karmir Shuka and Herher in Martuni

Region.

All 50 families participating in ATP’s backyard

greenhouse program were severely affected by the

recent 44-day war having lost family members

and/or homes, businesses and belongings. ATP’s

program will provide some economic stability, access

to produce as so much agricultural land was lost in

the war, and most importantly, hope for their future. 

In about a few days, under the supervision of the

greenhouse installation team, our beneficiaries were

able to prepare the ground and assemble the 30

meter square greenhouses. 

The greenhouses are designed by students at Worcester

Polytechnic Institute (WPI) to be small, durable, and

made of locally available and affordable materials.

Earlier this April, ATP provided families with 10 fruit

trees for their personal use. In addition, our partners at

Green Lane NGO provided the families with berry

bushes and vegetable seeds. The beneficiaries are

invited to participate in a two-day training at Green

Lane NGO's Learning Center in Armenia’s Kotayk

region. The course will focus on crop production,

greenhouse operation, the plant environment and pest

control.

Masis Zargaryan, the Deputy Head of Martuni District

Administration supervises the distribution and

implementation of the backyard greenhouse program

in Martuni.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G7hmUir60xQ


Mardi and Rusanna Harutyunyan- a couple from Karmir

Shuka, who lost one of their sons during the 44-day war,

are currently busy preparing the greenhouse. Their other

son Nver helps in the construction work.

“Assembling the greenhouse went rather fast and it took

only 2 days to finish it. Before sowing seeds and planting

seedlings, I want to improve the quality of the soil, to

enable the plants to grow better. I have also installed drip

irrigation, so during hot summer days I can use it as well”,

notes Mr. Harutyunyan

Davit Avanesyan from Martuni town is busy with

preparing the soil for planting. “Since the area of the

greenhouse is rather small, the vegetables and the greenery

we will grow will be enough to feed my family year-round”

says Davit.

Yuri is overseeing the reconstruction of a house in Karmir

Shuka village severely damaged during the 44-day war. The

house Yuri is rebuilding is for his daughter-in-law, Irina

and her four children–the youngest of which is only 4 years

old. Irina (35), a beneficiary of our backyard greenhouse

program, lost her husband, Yuri’s son during the 44-day

war. Originally from Karmir Shuka, she moved her young

family to Stepanakert until the renovations are complete.

They anticipate being returning in a month or two.

ATP visits  Green Lane NGO Training Center,  where program beneficiaries shared about the program

Although the situation in Karmir Shuka remains

troubling, Irina shares that she can’t wait to return --

because her husband is buried there and also the

children miss their school, friends and grandfather very

much.

Goharik Adamyan of Herher Village heads a large

household of nine and shares the responsibility of her

daughter’s five children who currently live with her. In

2020, the Adamyan family lost their son during the 44 day

war and are still in the process of coping with their loss.

During a recent conversation with Goharik, she recounts

that before the war she had big plans and dreams about

the future. Now, the war not only has changed the way

she thinks but it also reduced her life to the very basics.

“All I want from life is to be able to help my daughter

raise her kids, since she lost her husband several years

ago. My husband has always worked outside of the

house, so I was the one to take care of the kids, house and

the farmland. I know how to farm, grow vegetables and

greens, so hopefully I will be able to grow “food” from the

greenhouse as well. Even a bundle of greens that you can

put on the table for my big family is a plus and I am

grateful to the organizers and implementers of this

Program”, added Goharik.



Click the picture to see how our Backyard Greenhouse program in

Artsakh has helped beneficiaries!

https://www.facebook.com/armeniatree/posts/pfbid0336Y6cwBo2ef4Ew7JVFE8oLqj1KAeQQApcqi9cftsgPVec3bAF6WfQPFf7s8uvAkzl


ATP Donor Highlight: Zabelle Paparigian Crosson
During our 7 Millionth Tree-Planting trip in June, we were 
joined by long-time ATP donor from California, Zabelle 
Paparigian Crosson, and her son, Kevin.

Zabelle first learned about ATP eight years ago through a 
brochure mailed to her house. Though she's been 
contributing through online and mail donations since then, 
she decided the 7 Millionth Tree-Planting Trip was the 
perfect opportunity to see the impact of her donations first-
hand. 

This was her second time visiting Armenia, and during her 
first trip, she met a driver from Gyumri whose story fueled 
her to donate to a specific ATP project in Armenia's second-
largest city. While on her way to Gyumri, her driver shared 
stories from the 1988 Gyumri earthquake that had a grave 
impact on the city and its people. Zabelle was inspired, and 
in December 2021, she donated to improve the landscaping 
at one of ATP's Community Tree Planting (CTP) sites at the 
Gyumri Music School.

During the trip, the Crossons sponsored this Community 
Tree Planting Site in loving memory of Marion V. Paparigian 
who had a lifelong love of music, and planted a chestnut 
tree. 

When asked what she saw and felt during this trip, Zabelle 
said, "ATP is a family; with over 75 employees, and 
leadership that's been in place for over 25 years, you can 
see the way the people of Armenia are cared for. Besides 
the employees, ATP really supports families in Armenia, 
and you can see how appreciative the people are of the 
opportunities ATP provides."

Zabelle included, "I wanted to join the trip because I 
wanted to see the impact and affects of the work on the 
communities and people of Armenia, and you can't really 
do that all the way from California!"
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She concluded, "ATP is a highly effective organization,
they stretch the dollar to make an impact on your
donation. They have high-standards and produce
high-quality work."

Zabelle shared how this trip especially was meaningful
because she was joined by her son, who was visiting
Armenia for the first time. He really connected to the
country and the people in ATP, which helps set up the
next generation of environmental stewards and
donors from abroad.

Zabelle  and her son next to the plaque recognizing their
sponsorship of the CTP site at Gyumri Music School



·You can make a specific bequest to ATP. For example, “a gift of ten

thousand dollars ($10,000),” “100 shares of Apple stock,” or “my residence at

75 Elm Street, Watertown, Massachusetts.”

·You can include a residual provision that enables ATP to share in the

residue of your estate after specific bequests have been made to others.

·Or you can include a contingent bequest. For example, “if my husband

predeceases me, I give to ATP a gift of ten thousand dollars ($10,000),” “100

shares of Apple stock,” or “my residence at 75 Elm Street, Watertown,

Massachusetts.”

There are several ways to make the Armenia Tree Project a beneficiary in your

will:

By including a provision for the Armenia Tree Project in your estate plans, you

are arranging a lasting legacy which will provide support for the future of

Armenia’s environment. You do not have to be wealthy to remember ATP in

your will—all that is required for a bequest is foresight and a love for our

ancestral homeland. 

When you provide for the Armenia Tree Project in this way, you will be

welcomed into the Oak Society, our recognition group for those who choose to

support ATP through a legacy gift.

For more information, please contact Michelle (michelle@armeniatree.org)

P H O T O  B Y  M A R T I N  R .  S M I T H

THANK YOU FOR SUPPORTING ATP!
Your generous donations and commitment to our

organization for the past 26 years has helped fuel

our success as Armenia's leading tree-planting

organization. 

Our solution to improving Armenia's environment is

holistic: both nature and people are integral forces

that must work together to create a sustainable,

healthy and non-threatening environment.

How to make a provision for Armenia Tree Project in your will
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SUSTAIN
EMPOWER
TEACH

Donate to Armenia Tree Project
today:

1. Donate online at
ArmeniaTree.org

2. Mail a check to our office:
400 W Cummings Park, Suite 3725 

Woburn, MA 01801

3. Call our office: (617) 926-8733

http://armeniatree.org/en/donation

